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    Let’s make peace and move on  

 

Peace and blessings friends…it’s been quite a journey, thanks to all the good people…was looking at the 

alphabet and it helped bring light to “as it relates”…no offense to anyone, this is just a basic (relative to 

here) analysis regardless of opinions/experience/personality…only positive from here, and to all the 

folks who have cared…thank you… 

So, as a response to the usual “no end in sight” (2x) man made division spillover of negativity 

(persecution/condemnation) that finds it’s way into our lives…(whether it’s “2 4 cash” content or 

not)…no offense to Brothaz that helped hip me to this…R = 18…S = 19…M = 13…we’re just fed up, and 

need to remove the negativity…which is a good motivator to understand what God is really doing 

here…if we cannot address our own division, how are we going to have the energy to address division in 

faiths and global political ideologies? (other than, here’s what’s in your mind)  Yo, satellite check 1. 2. 

As far as many of us are concerned…we have to ”can 2x”, and “quarantine it”…until it makes peace 

with itself…yes the “25” “2x” thing…it’s supposed to be 100, but folks are still playin’ with it, because it’s 

good content, which  helps create cash flows for various people…meanwhile we have to fight the 

negativity of the unresolution for free..(most of us)…also, it’s the arguments of factions that won’t bend 

or “give in” for peace sake…with all respect, please make peace with each other or just leave us alone 

about it …thanks…and no offense…it’s just a waste of time, because there’s “no end” to it…we see it as 

just a “2x play” …about what is 4, 14, and 24…W = 23 and U = 21 etc…E = 5 “awakening”…God’s 

creation… 

O = 15…what is 15…September 15th?...well, let’s wake up folks…thanks…peace…Heaven knows…this is 

why we don’t tune in as much….5 it up…reality satellite onelove…F Division…F = 6 

(closure)…364…1love…. 

Again, much love, and no offense. 

2x “play” needs a talking to. This is a “no end in sight” profit motive, that is disrespecting what God has 

created. It’s a Redemption/Reconciliation of God’s Spirit/Word on the Planet (the way we have 

experienced it)…if we look at the “4”…we have D=4, N=14, X=24…these are letters/numbers that 

Brothaz that I respect about the knowledge of the story, have said are important. If “D” relates to 

supposed “justice” and “respect”?...then we are dealing with a reconciliation through the “X” related 

masses, which, as the story and many faith/culture involvements, means a massive awareness shift on 

the planet (well as we see it)…this is why we have the “laissez faire” approach…”don’t touch it” or “let 

things take their course” … 

So this forced inevitable “awareness shift” which is next  (to us, because folks won’t budge)…is the 

obvious 360 Owlin transparency, that is the only thing to fix the division in faiths and Global political 

factions…(ever wondered why Shiite and Sunni groups don’t get along?...it’s details, which misses the 

point Muhammad made of embracing all revelations…)”Owlin” forces every Leader to soften their heart 

from no choice, but to recognize humility and compassion…all in due time…God’s time…peace 


